
Product benefits

BLOCK MORTAR

For Interior and Exterior use for preparing thin bed Block mortar for
Aerated Light weight Concrete and Blocks.

 
SUBSTRATE:
The surfaces on which the Block work has to be done shall be sound and
confirm to good design rigid, clean and free of dirt, Oil, grease, curing
compounds form release agents or loose plaster and paint for economy the
surfaces should be level and true within: floors-25mm in 1.0m. 

Areas of Application

Long working time. 
No curing required after block work is done.
Improved adhesion between two blocks.
Fast & economical

HAWKS BLOCK  BOND is a factory prepared blend of selected
Raw materials, Portland cement and graded aggregates and polymer.
 
Designed for use with water to produce high strength Thixotropic
mortar for laying aerated light weight concrete ash Bricks, Cement
hollow Blocks Cellular concrete blocks or smoothing over the block
work surface in layers of up to 12mm thickness that meet and exceed
the requirement of National and International standards.
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BLOCK MORTAR

BLOCK BOND

SURFACE PREPARATION
If a plaster/Leveling mortar bed is applied ensure that it is cured for at least 7  
days to achieve proper strength before application of adhesive for
construction of Block work.
Ensure the substrates in clean and free from imperfections like dust, dirt,
debris, Oil, grease curing agent, Paints & Loose plaster etc.
Dampen the Surface before application of defensive.
Clean back of block for any dust or coating.

MIXING

The product can be mixed by hand or slow speed electric drill mixer (Less than 300 RPM)
Pour water in a clean container and then add the powder until the mixture becomes
creamy and plastic. Do mot over mix. Leave the mix to slake for 5-10 min and remix
before use Mix only sufficient quantity of adhesive for immediate need.
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Packaging

20kg 10kg 5kg

AREA COVERAGE
45-50 sq. ft per kg on concrete surface.


